Directions
Satellite Navigation Devices
Please note that these can be unreliable. Entering the following
information will direct you to the gates of the cemetery. Postcode:
N11 1JJ House Number :100

BY CAR
FROM THE NORTH (M25)
Exit M25 Motorway at Junction 24 (Potters Bar ) Take the A111
Cockfosters Road for approx 3 miles (Signposted Southgate) Turn
right onto Osidge Lane for 1/3 mile ( B1453) At end, turn Left onto
Brunswick Park Road. The Cemetery is approx half a mile.

FROM THE WEST OR EAST
Take the A406 North Circular road, turning North onto Bowes Road
(A1110) for half a mile, Brunswick Park Road is the third turning on
Betstyle circus roundabout (1st turning past BP Garage) The
Cemetery is approx half a mile.

FROM THE SOUTH
Either use the M25 or North circular or locally follow signage to East
Finchley or Muswell Hill and then follow instructions above from
North Circular Road.

BY UNDERGROUND
The nearest tube station is Arnos Grove ( Piccadilly line), taxi rank
is opposite or a 10-15 minute walk turning Right out of the station
and walking to the Betstyle Circus roundabout ( BP Garage),
clockwise, third exit is Brunswick Park Road. Or take the northern
line to Totteridge and Whetstone then Bus 34 or 251 to Betstyle
Circus and 5-7 minute walk along Brunswick Park Road.

MAIN LINE RAIL
The nearest main station is New Southgate ( kings cross line ) exit
on to station road and turn left, walk to traffic lights and turn right,

walk to Betstyle Circus ( BP Garage) and clockwise the 2nd right is
Brunswick Park Road. This walk is approx 15 minutes.

BUS
Many local bus services pass close to the cemetery, the 382 route
passes the main gate of the cemetery, the 34,184,232 & 251 all run
to Betstyle circus than a short walk to the main gate.

